Analysis of beta-tubulin gene alteration in human lung cancer cell lines.
We examined lung cancer cell lines for the presence of beta-tubulin gene alteration based on a previous report of a relationship between frequent beta-tubulin gene mutation in non-small-cell lung cancer and clinical response to taxanes as well as the prognosis. The mutation was defined by analyzing genomic DNA from 31 lung cancer cell lines by direct genomic sequencing using specific primers for the beta-tubulin class I gene. We detected only three genetic alterations at nonsplice sites in two introns, and a silent genetic alteration at codon 217 in exon 4. The mutation of the beta-tubulin gene was rare; moreover, these genetic alterations were predicted to evoke no biological alteration of the cancer cells. Our data suggest that the beta-tubulin gene mutation does not play a major role in the genetic mechanism of resistance to taxanes. In addition, the presence of a closely related family of beta-tubulins or pseudogenes was thought to hinder accurate evaluation of the beta-tubulin gene.